Abstract-We control a two mass system with uncertain parameter values, encompassing friction and hysteretic effects, modelled as a functional differential equation. As opposed to control strategies invoking identification mechanisms or neural networks, we propose controllers relying on structural system properties only. Output behaviour with prespecified accuracy is guaranteed by the funnel controller, active damping of the shaft oscillation by the high-pass filter, zero tracking output error in the steady state by the PI-controller and bounded input disturbances are rejected. Finally, the controllers are implemented on a real plant, an electrical drive.
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I. INTRODUCTION
We control an uncertain nonlinear two mass system modelled as a single-input, single-output functional differential equation. It is a three dimensional linear equation perturbed by a functional operator, see (1) and Fig. 2 , modelling nonlinear friction, hysteretic effects, dead zone effects and others. A prototypical example of a nonlinear two mass system is the test rig depicted in Fig. 1 . The driving machine provides a torque which is transmitted to the load by an elastic shaft; the second machine emulates the behaviour of the load. Since every real shaft is flexible, perturbations may excite oscillations. Those have to be damped by injecting a suitable driving torque such that the load-speed converges to a given reference signal.
Generally, the parameters of real plants are not known precisely. If these uncertainties and nonlinear effects are negligible, LTI-approaches are applicable and find a widespread use in industrial applications; see [3] and the references therein. It has been observed in [2] that identification and compensation for friction together with LTI-approaches gives insufficient control performance in case of a small mass moment of inertia. Additionally, controllers, based on identification mechanisms, neural networks or fuzzy methods [3] , are highly complex. The concept of funnel controller, introduced by [5] (for a history of high-gain control and applications of the funnel controller see [7] ), is based on structural properties of the system only such as stable zero dynamics, relative degree one and known sign of the high-frequency gain. It obeys prespecified transient behaviour, tolerates measurement noise and nonlinear dynamic disturbances. However, the practical drawbacks of the funnel controller are that a non-zero steady state error usually remains and oscillations in the elastic shaft are not damped. Both drawbacks are overcome in the present technical note by combining the funnel controller with a PI-controller and a high pass filter, see Fig. 2 ; this had been suggested and drafted by Schuster et al. [9] . Moreover, we include input disturbances, a fairly large class of nonlinearity in the model and test all controllers on a real plant, an electric drive. , is used where h 0 quantifies its "memory". The operator is assumed to satisfy the global boundedness condition sup fj(N)(t)jjt 0; 2 C ([0h; 1); )g < 1 (2) and belongs to the following class T : i) If N satisfies (2), then (i) and (ii) are trivially satisfied. The wide range of the operator class T T T encompasses-even if restricted by (2)-phenomena such as nonlinear friction, relay hysteresis, backlash hysteresis, elastic-plastic hysteresis, Preisach or Prantl hysteresis, see [8] and [4] . In view of (2) , N cannot model viscous friction !`(1) 7 ! g!`(1). To overcome this, the friction characteristic is split into a sum of a bounded nonlinear operator (N!`)(1) (modelling Coulomb-friction, Stribeck-effect, etc.) and an unbounded term g!`(1). The latter is added to the linear dynamics. Invoking (4) and assuming (5), it is easy to show that the system (1) is practically high-gain stabilizable in the sense that for any " > 0 there exists > 0 sufficiently large so that u(t) = 0y(t) applied to (1) yields lim sup t!1 jy(t)j ". Invoking (2), Remark 2.3 andd 2 L 1 ( ; ), it follows from [5, Subsection 4.1] that T1 2 T , p 2 L 1 ( 0 ; ), and also T 2 T . Hence we may apply variation of constants to (4b) and substituting this into (4a) yields, with the above notation, (6).
III. FUNNEL CONTROL
The control objective is to design a feedback strategy which ensures, with reference to The control objectives are captured by the concept of funnel control as introduced by [5] : A prespecified performance funnel 
for a design parameter T > 0 with the output y by defining the new
The high-pass filter does, loosely spoken, detect in the new output whether the angle of twist (1) oscillates or not. If (1) const:, thenŷ(1) y(1) 0 (c2=T )T const: = c1!`(1) + c3! d (1) , and so
(1) pays no contribution inŷ(1). If (1) contains oscillations as high frequencies, they pass the filter with nearly no attenuation, and since the input of the filter passes the feed-through path without any delay, every change of the input is visible in the outputŷ immediately. It has been observed in [9] that the application of the funnel controller (12) alone exhibits a nonzero error in the steady state. To overcome this drawback we introduce-see also Fig. 2 -a PI-controller as a pre-compensator to (1): (9) with design parameters kI; kP > 0.
It is easy to see, that the control error vanishes, if a steady state is attained, i.e. lim t!1 (d=dt)(t) = 0. From (9) it follows that a steady state for is equivalent to limt!1 v(t) = 0, and thus a proportional error feedback v(t) = 0(t)e(t) yields lim t!1 e(t) = 0, provided that lim sup t!1 (t) > 0. 
Proof: First, consider the augmented input-output system (1), (7), (8) A simple calculation shows that spec3 0 . To show that (11) can be written as (10) is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.4. For brevity, we omit the proof that (1) in conjunction with the PI-controller (9) can be written as (10); the proof is a simplification of the following.
It remains to consider the conjunction of the nominal system (1) with initial data (3) in conjunction with the high-pass filter (7), (8) and the PI-controller (9); this conjunction is, by writingŷ(t) = c1!`(t) + c 2 (t) + c 3 ! d (t) 0 (c 2 =T )(t) and (t) =ŷ(t) 0 c 3 (k P =J d )(t) equivalent to the Byrnes-Isidori normal form 
IV. MAIN RESULT The control objectives (i)-(v) of Section III are now addressed by the conjunction of the high pass filter (7), PI-controller (9) and funnel controller (12). Note the simplicity of all three controllers and that they do depend only on structural system assumptions. 1) , (iv) there exists " 2 (0; 1) such that, for all t > 0, je(t)j (1 0 ")'(t) 01 , (v) if the PI-controller is invoked, then, for all t 0, je(t)j < j _ (t)j.
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Proof: We consider the four different control schemes. (FC): By Proposition 2.4, the input-output system (1) may be written as (6) and the latter satisfies all assumptions required in [5, Th. 7] so that the application of the funnel controller (12), e(t) = y(t) 0 y ref (t) ensures all assertions claimed in the theorem.
To
see (HPF-FC), (PI-FC) and (HPF-PI-FC), use Proposition 3.1 and argue as in (FC) above.
Finally, assertion (ii), in case of (PI-FC) or (HPF-PI-FC), follows from _ (t) = 0(t)e(t) and the fact that (t) > 1. (HPF) is introduced to cancel c2(t) in the steady state by adding the term (c 2 =T )(t). From (7) 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We consider the two mass system depicted in Fig. 1 . It is located in the laboratory of the Institute of Electrical Drive Systems, Technical University of Munich, and serves for investigating the behaviour of drives with elastic coupling between motor and mechanics. The four controllers of this technical note have been tested at it.
The approximate plant parameters in ( . An input disturbanced is not applied externally, but is present due to the non-ideal behaviour of the power converter.
The simulation study in [9] demonstrates the influence of the weighting factor c 2 if funnel control (FC) is used without any extension. The friction or a load torque causes a deviation in the steady state; this is typical for proportional controllers. The deviation stays small, if c 2 is small. However, during the transient period large oscillations occur. These oscillations are excited for example if the load changes abruptly or by periodic action of the friction force and cannot be damped by the controller actively as long as the angle of twist is not included in the feedback signal.
The damping improves considerably if c 2 is enlarged. Then the angle of twist plays a significant rôle in the feedback signal which yields active damping. However, Corollary 4.2 (FC) shows that the deviation !`(t) 0 ! ref (t) increases due to the term c 2 (t), wherein (t) = [M`+ g!`(t) + (N!`)(t)]=k depends on the unknown load torque M`, the unknown parameters g and N of the friction characteristic and on the unknown stiffness k. Theses observations underpin the necessity for funnel control and it is confirmed by our experiments, to choose a large value c 2 and to compensate its effects by a PI-controller and a high pass filter. Consequently, a state feedback with a large c2 is used for the experiments where the design parameter vector c is set to c = (0:1; 80; 0:5). 
I. INTRODUCTION
The synchronization of coupled chaotic systems has become an active research area because of its potential applications to secure communication [7] , [8] security schemes based on chaos synchronization have been proposed. In these schemes, message signals are masked or modulated (encrypted) by using chaotic signals and the resulting encrypted signals are transmitted across a public channel. An identical synchronization between the chaotic systems at the transmitter and receiver ends is required for recovering the message signal [7] . Different types of synchronization techniques (some of which are robust to parameter mismatch and channel noise) have been developed in the literature [5] , [7] . Synchrony was established in some of these studies using low dimensional chaotic systems and employing first and second Lyapunov techniques. Most recently, another synchronization technique, called impulsive synchronization (IS), has been reported in [8] . The technique allows the coupling and synchronization of two or more chaotic systems by using only small synchronizing impulses. These impulses are samples of the state variables of the drive system at discrete moments that drive the response system. When equi-attractivity in the large of the synchronization error between the drive and the response systems is achieved, the two coupled systems are said to be synchronized. This technique has been applied to a number of chaos-based secure communication schemes which exhibit good performance as far as synchronization and security are concerned [8] .
In general, transmission and sampling delays in communication security schemes based on IS are inevitable. Therefore, it is very crucial to examine the robustness of IS towards these two types of delay. There have been several attempts in the literature to study the existence, uniqueness, boundedness and stability of solutions of a particular class of delayed impulsive systems [1] . In fact, the stability of linear continuous-time systems possessing delayed discrete-time controllers in networked control systems have been also analyzed [2] , [6] , [9] . Such studies have been based on the notions of Lyapunov-Krasovskii functionals and Lyapunov-Razumikhin functions [3] . In this technical note, we investigate the stability of non-linear impulsive systems and IS in the presence of linear delayed impulses. By linear delayed impulses we mean that the mapping describing these impulsive moments (or discrete transitions) are linear in structure and dependent on delayed state variables. We derive sufficient conditions leading to synchronization when linear delayed impulses are applied. Our goal is to explore the sensitivity of IS to delayed impulses and obtain the maximum amount of delay the synchronization error could handle.
The remainder of this technical note is organized as follows. In Section II, a general impulsive system with linear delayed impulses resembling the structure of many chaotic systems is presented and the equi-attractivity of its zero-equilibrium solution is investigated. The analysis is developed for systems with both varying and constant impulse durations. In Section III, we present the motivation for constructing these systems and show several numerical simulations to illustrate the theory obtained in Section IV. Finally, in Section V, we summarize our results.
II. SYSTEMS WITH LINEAR DELAYED IMPULSES
Consider the impulsive system _ x = Ax + 8 8 8(t; x); t6 = i 1x(t) = Bix(t 0 ri); t = i t > t 0 x(t) = (t 0 t0); t 0 0 r t t0 (1) where A is an n 2 n constant matrix, 1x(i) = x( 
